
NAV Adult Soccer League Rules

Dissent:  
 - After the official has made a call and clearly communicated the infraction with a 

 signal, all players are expected to immediately recuse themselves from further   

 questioning. Players are responsible for holding back further dialogue.  

 Players are not permitted to argue with officials. If a player truly does not    

 understand a ruling, they may exercise the captains right to discuss at a    

 stoppage of play. Further dissent after signaling will result in a booking.  

 After the half-time or full-time whistle, players may refer to their     

 team captains to further understand a ruling. Referees may accept or deny the   

 option to discuss the matter.  

Unsportsmanlike conduct:  
 - Taunting, intimidating, or initiating engagements off the ball or after a playable 

 situation are highly illegal 

 Infractions of this rule will result in a yellow card. 

 Consistent infractions of this rule can and will result in league sanctions and   

 suspensions.  

 Restarting the play:  
 - If a player on the team that committed the foul fails to give adequate distance   

 to the team that is restarting the ball the official is within reason to book the   

 player.  

 Violent Actions: 
 If a player violently interacts with anyone or uses violent language then    

 these would be grounds for automatic sending off and suspension.  



NAV Adult Soccer League Rules

Engagements:  
 - If a player has a serous inquiry, they will need to direct the inquisition to a team 

 captain. The official holds the right to deny any engagements with a player.   

 Captains can question a decision or ruling at a break in the game.  

 Abusive Language:  
 - Swearing or threatening a player, official, spectator, or team mate is grounds   

 for booking , sending off, suspending, or legal action if needed.  

 All reasonable inquires will be taken seriously and guilty players will face    

 punishment.  

  

 Clarification: If a player were to swear at oneself or at a situation, this is not   

 considered unsportsmanlike. Only when directing the conversation to someone   

 else is the language punishable.  


